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APPROVAL OF THE FRANKLIN AREA NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION PLAN

AS AN ELEMENT OF THE PLANDSM: CREATING OUR TOMORROW PLAN

WHEREAS, on April 25, 2016, by Roll Call No. 16-0717, the City Council adopted Plan DSM: Creating Our
Tomorrow; and

WHEREAS, on June 25, 2018, by Roll Call No. 18-1099, the City Council received a report prepared by
consultant czbLLC regarding strategies for the City's Neighborhood Revitalization Program, including
neighborhood planning and revitalization work; and

WHEREAS, on September 24, 2018, by Roll Call No. 18-1617, the City Council authorized Community
Development Department staff to redesign the Neighborhood Revitalization Program based on the
recommendations contamed within the czbLLC report, selected four neighborhood areas pilots for small area

plans and subsequent revitalization work, and approved a Professional Services Agreement with czbLLC to

provide technical assistance to the City for implementmg the recommendations contained within said report; and

WHEREAS, a portion of the Waveland Park and Beaverdale neighborhoods, described as the "Franklin Area"
andboundedby 48th Street to the west, Hickman Road to the north. Beaver Avenue and 41st Street to the east, and

University to the south, was selected as a pilot target area or "special investment district" based on existing assets

and momentum to build upon, and czbLLC prepared a Neighborhood Revitalization Plan for said area with
support from City staff and neighborhood input; and

WHEREAS, on June 20, 2019, the City Plan and Zoning Commission held a hearing on the proposed
Neighborhood Revitalization Plan for the Franklin Area Special Investment District and voted 12-0 to recommend
approval of the plan as an element of the existing PlanDSM: Creating Our Tomorrow Plan, as stated in the attached
communication from the Commission.

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City ofDes Moines, Iowa, that the attached
communication from the Plan and Zoning Commission is hereby received and filed, and that the Neighborhood
Revitalization Plan for the Franklin Area Special Investment District is hereby approved and adopted as an element
of the existing PlanDSM: Creating Our Tomorrow Plan.
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'Glenna K. Frank, Assistant City Attorney (21-2019-4.10)
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CERTIFICATE

I/ DIANE RAUH, City Clerk of said City hereby
certify that at a meeting of the City Council of said
City of Des Moines/ held on the above date/ among
other proceedings the above was adopted.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF/ I have hereunto set my
hand and affixed my seal the day and year first
above written.

City Clerk
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To: Member's of the Des Moines Plan and Zoning Commission

Re; Neighborhood Revitalization Plan for the Franklin Area Special Investment District

On behalf of the Franklin Area Steering Committee, I am writing to express our full support for approval

of the Neighborhood Revitaiization Plan for the Franklin Area Special Investment District.

Over the last six months, a dedicated group of neighborhood representatives from both Waveland Park

and Beaverdale have met routinely with City of Des Moines staff and consultants with czbLLCto discuss

the future state of our neighborhoods.

We are p!eased to have been selected as one of the city's first four special investment districts as part of

the new neighborhood revitalization process and look forward to the positive change this wili bring

about.

The Committee would like to thank everyone involved in the process and is eagerly awaiting the

implementation of the plan upon final approval.

Sincerely, ^7

Ethan Standard

President - Waveland Park Neighborhood Association
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Introduction

In many respects, the
Franklin Area of Des
Homes reflects the idyllic
middle class neighborhood
that hovers in the
American memory from
the mid 20th Century.

Verdant streets with tidy, well-built homes designed for the
nuclear family, kids riding bihestotheicecreamstandor
walking in groups to the neighborhood school. A trip to the
comer plaza to fetch a gallon of milk waylaid by a chat with
the neighbor.

Much of this imagery still applies to the neighborhood, but it's
also a huge ouersimplification.

A wide range of household types at different life stages call
the Franklin Area home today, and families with kids account
forfewerthan3D%ofall households. Homes are in generally
good repair, but a troubling share of properties are showing
signs of iong-defen-ed maintenance as they approach nearly
a century in service. And while levels of neighbor-to-neighbor
engagement and resident leadership are stronger here than
in many other parts of DesNoines, resident turnover and
divergent iifestyles make engagement an ongoing challenge
to sustain.

To residents, planning for the future of the Franklin Area
is about embracing the qualities that have made the
neighborhood livable for decades, improving on many
of those qualities, and adapting to mate the much more
complex neighborhood of the present and future more
inclusive, more active and walkablSr and more engaged. This
plan provides a framework for achieving these goals.

11 Our

neighborhood
has parklike

qualities and
is a great

place to walk
.— and bike...

How can we
make this an
even safer
and more
enjoyable
place to walk
and bite?

What can be
done to make
our homes,
businessea,
and other
assets
feel more
connected?

Neighborhood Revitalization Plan for FranMlnAreaSpeclal Investment District [ CTbLLC July 2019
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Planning Process
Overview

In 2017, the City of Des Hoines undertook
an evaluation of its Neighborhood
Revitalizatlon Program-the third
evaluation of the program and its
performance since its inception in 1990.
The evaluation included a comprehensive

look at housing conditions and market dynamics
throughout Oes Moines in order to understand the impact
Of previous revitallzation work and needs going forward.

The evaluation found that neighborhood engagement and
the cultivation of active neighborhood associations has
been a key accomplishment of the last three decades,
among other successes. It also found, however, that a
relatively small number of neighborhoods in Des Moines
are genuinely strong—and that most neighborhoods are
somewhere between strong and distressed. This large
and vulnerable 'middle" was identiffed as a priority for
future revltalizationwork due to the fiscal threat thattheir

decline would pose to the City [resulting in less capacity
to invest in all neighborhoods) and the cost efficiency of
working In areas that are still stable enough to respond
well to revitalization efforts.

Given the sheer size of Des Moines's middle
neighborhoods-which contain nearly 70% of the city's
residential properties—it was necessary to begin this next
generation of neighborhood revitalization by focusing
attention and resources in a handful of areas to test ideas
and develop an effective too I Kit of resources to deploy
more widely overtime. Four Special Investmant Districts
in middle neighborhoods were selected forthis pilot
round, including the Franklin Area bounded by 48th Street
ta thewest, Hickman Road to the north. Beaver Avenue
and 41st Street to the east, and University Avenue to the
south.

Neighborhood Revitalization Plan for n'anhllnAreaSpeelallnvestmeirt District 1 czbLLC July 2019
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<"• Franklin

"i Area Special
Investment

t' District
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A Brand
and a
Vision
At the core of this pian is a
statement that expresses
the Franklin neighborhood's
most important attributes
todayand the promise it is
making to those who choose
to live here. it identifies what
residents currently see as

chief selling points, but It is
also aspirational and describes
assets that require attention
for the neighborhood to
achieve its full potential.

This brand statement for the
Franklin Area serves as a
guiding vision around which
the outcomes and actions in
this plan are arranged.

«
For people who want a
vibrant/family-friendly
community with character
near downtown employment
and amenities/ the Franklin
Area offers the best of city
and suburban life. We are
located at the juncture of the
Beaverdale and Waveland
Park neighborhoods; and
neighbors here walk, bike
and drive on leafy streets to
iconic local gathering spots
and convenient shopping
districts. Franklin offers
an active lifestyle, great
schools, and spacious yards
for kids and dogs.

Neighborhood Revitalization Plan for Franklin Area Special Investment District ] czbLLC July 2019
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How
To Use
This
Plan

This plan is divided into four parts:

Neighborhood Planning and
Revitalization in Des Moines
provides bacKground on related planning efforts and the recent
history of neighborhood revitalization in Des Moines. It also
identifies key principles of revitalization planning and defines the

.characteristics of a 'healthy' neighborhood.

Assets, Trends, and Key Issues
provides context for planning in the Franklin Area by identifying
what is working and not worKing and why it matters. The data
and analysis in this section point to the major issues to develop
strategies around.

Goals and Outcomes
distills the neighborhood's vision from core brand attributes-the
characteristics that best describe what makes the neighborhood
desirable to current residents and marketable to homebuyers.
Part 3 also identifies the outcomes that will be used to assess
progress toward revitalization and fulfillment of the vision.

Action Plan
presents a series of activities to implement over the plan's 10-
year planning horizon. It includes action to take solely within the
Special Investment District boundaries as well as broader actions
at the city and neighborhood levels. It ties each activity to one
or more oLitcomes and identifies the partnerships needed for
successful implementation.

Neighborhood Planning I c;bLLCforCityofDesMoines,tA,July2019
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Neighborhood
Planning and
Revitalization
in Des Moines

Des Moines has over 50 neighborhoods,
each with specific challenges to confront
and opportunities to realize within
their boundaries. In a city with as much
neighborhood diversity as Des Noines, a
one-size-fits-all approach to planning for
neighborhood improvement is very likely
to be ineffective.
At the same time, each neighborhood contributes to the life
and functioning of the wider communtty, is infiuenced by
and has traits similarto other neighborhoods, and relies on
the City for critical services and Infrastructure. An approach
to neighborhood planning that ignores these relationships
or the competition for scarce resources is also bound to fall
short.

Instead, a balance is needed that addresses the parts and
the whole by identifying the type of worh that needs to be
done at the neighborhood level and relating that to the 'Big
Picture'-what the entire community is aiming to solve or

achieve, what resources it is able or willing to commitr and
how the work gets done.

In Des Moines, the "Big Picture" in this balancing act is

provided by the City's comprehensive plan-Ptan DSM-as we!]
as the citywide Neighborhood Revitalization Program. Both
provide a wide-lens framework for making decisions about
neighborhood-level investments. But they are also designed
to evolve; to reflect changing conditions, lessons !eamed
from recent undertakings, and needs expressed by Individual
neighborhood plans.

Neighborhood Revitalization Plan forFranklInAreaSpeciallnvestmentDistrict | czbLLC Ju1y2019
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Neighborhood
Revitalization

Program

Citywlde framework for nelghborhood-lavel
investment and improvement informed by:

.^A
Periodic Up-to-date analysis of

evaluations conditions and trends
of program to guide the selection of

impact appropriate interventions

ctr,

0'
Neighborhood
revitalization

principles

Plan DSM

Of.

PLAN DSM

%
1.

Long-range citywide plan that
lays out a vision and general goals

to guide planning and decision-
making across a wide range of

issues. The plan is expressed in
the Zoning Ordinance, budgeting,

investment priorities, policy-
mahtng. and the content of
speciali;ed plans and sub-

area plans.

'̂/-?/v ...._

Guides for strengthening nelghborhoodsand other small areas, serving
as amendments to Plan DSM. Neighborhood planning is informed by:

W< M
Neighborhood City
Associations departments

and other and partner
stakeholders agencies

-rf^

Neighborhood
Revitalization

Program

Conditions,
trends,and
key issues

Man OS M

Neighborhood
Plans
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Hrighborhood Planning and RtvKalluiUon In De* Hnlnw

Ges Moines' current comprehensive plan—Plan DSM—was adopted m 201G and
provides general guidance for long-term planning and decision-making throughout
the city. The plan is organized around nine topical elements—including Land Use,
Parks and Recreation, and Transportation-and identifies general goals to achieve
ground each element.

Since Its adoption, Plan DSM has been supplemented by more detailed subject-
specific plans such as Move DSM (a citywide transportation ptan)and has shaped
the development of an updated zoning, planning, and design code,

The two elements of Plan D3M with the most direct relevance to neighborhood
planning are "Community Character and Neighborhoods" and "Housing.'

The process behind this plan for the Franhlin Area Special Investment District is an
extension of Plan DSM and will become an amendment to the comprehensive plan
upon adoption,

Community Character and
Neighborhoods

imikm G
Housing

PLAN DSM GOALS

#1

S2

#3

#A

ff5

#6

Embrace the distinct character offered In
each of Des Homes' neighborhoods.

FurtherDas Molnes' revltatization efforts to

Improve the strength, stability, and vitality
of all neighborhoods.

Promote the redevelopment and
revitalizatlon of neighborhood nodes and
corridors.

Protect Des Homes' historic and cultural
assets that contribute to neighborhood and
community identity.

Expand opportunities for healthy andactive
living for all residents.

Strengthen the walhabllltyand connectivity
within and between neighborhoods.

PLAN DSM GOALS

#1

#2

#3

#4

Provide a diversity of housing options
toaccommodate residents of all ages,
Income levels, household sizes, and
cultural backgrounds.

Preserve, maintain, and Improve the
existing inventory of slngle-family and
multi-family housing.

Promote sustainable housing development
that utilizes existing resources and
supports compact, walkable. and bikeable
neighborhoods.

Support development of and access to
quality housing affordable to all Income
level households.

Neighborhood Revitaluation Plan for Franklin AreaSpeclal Investment District [ czbLLC July 2019
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Neighborhood Revitalization Program

Des Moines started a eifywide
Neighborhood Revitalization Program
in 1990 out of recognition that
special attention and resources were
needed to stabilize and strengthen
neighborhoods. The program has
continued uninterrupted since then,

undergoing periodic evaluations
(in 2005 and 2m7-18)to assess its
impact and recommend modifications
to strategies, toolSr and resource
allocation.

The latest evaiuation identified a
series of accomplishments that have
produced tangible progress. ;t also
identified a series of challenges that
remain or have intensified over time,
threatening both the strength of
individual neighborhoods and the City's
fiscal capacity to invest in needed
programs, services, and infrastructure.

Progress Made

• Neighborhood associations have
been established across much of the

city and provide a proven model for
engaging residents in identifying and
addressing key issues.

• Strong relationships between the
City and housing providers have been
cultivated, resulting in coordination
af efforts to invest in community
development and affordable housing.

• Strong planning capacity has been
developed within City Hall to guide the
development and implementation of
neighborhood and small area plans.

• Successful rehabilitation and
redevelop hient projects have been
completed on properties across Des
Momes, showing reaf capacity •to
finance and complete complicated
work.

• Many neighborhoods have built
identities and have become strong
and proactive advocates for their
interests ~ a hey characteristic of
healthy neighborhoods.

• The neighborhood revitalization
planning process has provided a
rational system for making decisions
and allocating scarce resources.

Challenges That
Persist
• Suburban competition remains fierce

in the Des Moines market. With the
exception of downtown, population
growth has been stagnant 1'n most
of the city despite healthy levels of
regional growth.

• Demand In core neighborhoods has
not Improved and has become even
weaker in some areas.

• Limited appreciation of real estate
values has been experienced by most
neighborhoods in GesMoines over the
past 15years. This lack of growth in
the taxable property base is a fiscal
threat to the City because the cost

of providing key services is not going
down.

•Property conditions are far below
acceptable standards in many
neighborhoods reflecting soft
levels of demand thst have made
disinvestment hehaviors(such as

putting off routine maintenanee)the
norm.

Neighborhood Planning [ GzbLLCfarCityofDesMoines,lAjJuly2019
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BB Neighborhood Planning and Rmiltalbation In D— Holnw

Housing Market Context
The 2017-2013 evaluation of the Neighborhood RevitalizaUon
Program involved a detailed looK at housing condition and
markets across the dty. A result of this was the identification
of six market types ranging from very healthy marhets-where
most homes are very well maintained and prices and demand
is relatively strong-to very unhealthy markets.

A centra! finding of this market analysis was the extensive
size of the "middle" market types-types 3 and 4 in the

adjacent chart. These markets are dominated by homes that
are in average condition-showing signs of neither distress
nor evident pride of ownership.

The considerable number of homes that could tip in either
direction over the next decade-becoming healthier or
more distressed-makes these middle markets points
of real vulnerability to Des Moines' ability to compete in
the regional housing market and invest in neighborhood
improvement. Forthat reason, those markets were
signaled out as the primary targets for future revitalization
work.

Average Field Survey Scoring

VERY <
HEALTHf ^ •> VERY

UNHEALTHY

Type

ff of Neighborhoods

AvgSalePrice

Total Properties

% Homes in
Excellent or Good
Condition

% Homes in
Average Condition

% Deteriorated
Homes

Potentially Valuable
Intervention

'•' The Franklin Area, with an average
field surrey score of 2.6, is part of "

Des Molnes' broad'middle' submarket,
where a large share of homes

are vulnerable to distnvestmeirt.
Revitallzation strategies will

accomplish the most In these areas.

Neighborhood Revitalization Plan for Franklin Area Special Investment District I czbLLC July 2019
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Neighborhood Revitalization Principles
In addition to identifying the markets
and neighborhoods where revitalization
is the most valuable intervention, the
2017-2018 evaluation also identified
a set of principles to guide decision-
making around neighborhood
revitalization activities and resources.

Principles

Strength and assets

Focusing investments around vital assets and building on the genuine
strengths of a neighborhood generates progressand returns at a higher rate
- and at a faster pace - than dwelling on problems and liabilities.

Targeted

Spreading scarce resources across a wide area will severely limit their
impact. Focusing resources inside a small number of well-defined areas
achieves several important aims:

t1) it differentiates blocks where investment is occumng, thus enabling the
market to take note af cues about positive future change,

(2) it communicates boundaries which the market interprets as a signal of

predictability, and

t3)it concentrates resources for heightened impact.

Patience

Neighborhood change can sometimes seem like something that happens
quickly and in one direction, but that is rarely the case. It takes time for
resources to be marshalled, for the Investments of dozens or hundreds of

homeowners to be collectively transformative, and for resident leadership
capacity to be cultivated. This is especially true in a market that has been
stagnant for decades.

Outcomesand measurement

There will always be an impulse to measure progress by outputs, such
as the number of homes that have been fixed up, or even the amount of
money spent. The key is to identify and track outcomes that will reflect
true changes in how the market is behaving and the choices that individual
property owners are making. These include the prices people are willing to
pay for homes, or the share of homes in a neighborhood that express real

pride.

Neighborhood Planning | czbLLCforCityofDesMoines,1A,Juty2019
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Defining
a Healthy
Neighborhood
Revitalization is a process
that leads to something: a
neighborhood that is vital and
healthy. But what is a healthy
neighborhood?

The 2017-2018 evaluation of
Des Molnas' Neighborhood
Revltaltzatlon Program describes
a healthy neighborhood in terms
of a four-factor investment cycle,
with each factor supporting the
others.

NeighborhoodRevitaltzationPlanforftanhllnAreaSpeclalbivestmentDlstrlct | czbLLC July2019
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Trends, and
Issues
The fourself-reinforcing factors that define a
healthy neighborhood - a strong market, high
capacity to manage change, good physical
conditions, and positive Image-provide a useful
way to gauge and
understand where the MARKET u

Franklin Area and its
Special Investment
District stand today
and the type of work
that is most likely to
mate them healthier.

To assess these four
factors, observations
from residents
and stakeholders
were blended with
analysis of market
and demographic
data. This work revealed a list
of assets and strengths th at
contribute to martetr capacity,
conditions, and image in the
Franhtfn Area, and that serve as
useful building blocks around
which to develop strategies.
This work also revealed several
key issues that need to be
addressed in order to preserve
the neighborhood's assets,
play to its strengths, and move
closer to overall health.

KflVTOfllf
Nmhbsrhood Aiae?cfatkm

The following is a summary of
assets, trends, and key issues
that shape the health of the Franklin Area today
and provide guidance on where and how to
intervene.

Neighborhood Revitalization Plan for Franklin Area Special Investment District I czbLLC July 2019
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Assets and Strengths
Great Location Being close to downtown and the western

suburbs makes the Franklin Area one of the
more convenient places to live in the region. Its
residents enjoy the "best of both worlds.'

Tree-lined
Streets

An impressive tree canopy contributes
character and a sense of tranquility to the
neighborhood, as do the paths and terrain of
Glen d ale Cemetery.

Perkins
Elementary

Perhins Elementary is a well-regarded
elementary school that feeds into sought-
after middle and high schools. With more than
20 languages spoken there, it expresses the
neighborhood's growing diversity.

Friendly
Neighbors

Helpful and friendly neighbors are seen as
a key selling point to the neighborhood, and
the presence of two active neighborhood
associations reflects capacity to convene and
organize neighbors around critical issues.

lomes A high-quality collection of slngle-fami!y
homes from the 1920s and immediate postwar
period includes Bungalows, brick Tudors, and
other charade r-rich styles.

Stable and The housinc) market has been relatively stable
Affordable fw decades' allowing well-mamtained homes

to appreciate in value. But the market remains
highly accessible to households earning the
region's median income.

Walkable and
Bikeable

The tree-lined streets, small shopping districts
close to housingr Waveland Tralij abundant
green space, and otherfactors make the
Franklin Area a place where walking and hiking
are both useful and enjoyable.

Local Shopping
& Restaurants

Several small commercial nodes provide a

wide range of places to do convenience and
specialty shopping, as well as great places to
eat, drtnh, and relax.

Key Trends and Issues

#1 The
prevailing

stability of the
neighborhood
and its housing
market is
threatened,
with many
homes
and blocks
vulnerable to
disinvestment
in coming
years.

A large share of the housing
stock exhibits pride and
healthy levels of maintenance

and upkeep-but a larger
share does not.

A fall 2018 survey of exterior
conditions in the Special Investment
District found that 4A% of homes
were in excellent or good condition—
meaning they exhibited pride of
ownership and evidence of healthy
investment and maintenance by their

owners. Only a few neighborhoods
in Des Moines have a higher share of

healthy homes.

At the same time, however, 56% of
homes did not exhibit outward signs
of health. One in ten homes showed
moderate orsevere signs of distress
from deferred maintenance, and fully
46% of all properties were rated as
average—sh owing neither signs of
distress nor signs of confidence and
proactive upkeep. The dominance
of these average properties, which
could just as easily improve as
decline in coming years, is a key
source of vulnerability.

Exterior Condition Survey
ol Homes In the Special
Investment District, 2D13 ^
^%I

Excellent
or Good

46%

10%

Average Moderate or
Severe Distress

^ <...--^-.->

iLttonftelifsun^y \rf Cltyof^sHoEnE;

Most blocks have distressed
housing in their midst.

The 10% of homes in the Special
Investment District that show signs
of disinvestment and distress are
not confined to a small area. They

arewide1yscatteredrWith77% of
blocks having at least one distressed
property serving as a potential drag
on confidence and investment by

other property owners.

Blocks Influenced by Dtatressed Housing

Blocks with at leart
one dlatranad houae

lybydtyQrD&sMolncE
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Age diversity among homeowners presents
unique challenges to housing investment.

The current age distribution of homeowners in the
Franklin Area is diverse, which is good for market
stability, it also means that a wide range of household
financial pressures are influencing homeowner
investment behaviors and will have to be considered as
part of any effort to stimulate housing improvements.
For the 22% of owner-occupant householders who are
young adults(ages 25-34), a combination of student
debtr early-career wages, and child-rearing expenses
can lead to delayed investments in home improvements
-often to homes that may have been bargains to begin
with due to deferred maintenance. Forthe41%ofowner-
occupant hauseholders age 55 or above, catching up
on retirement savings or living in retirement on 3 fixed
income can lead to underinvestment and an increasingly
outdated stock.

Age
Otstrlbutlon
of Own er-

Occupants,
2OT7

<t

-c
c

u.

Financial
Pressures
Influencing
Home
Investment

25-3^

35-5A

55-6^

65+

22%

35%

22%

19%

Student debt; early-career
payscales; child-rearing

Saving for college; Job insecurity

Catehing-up for retirement;
helping adult children

Fixed-in comes; medical
expenses; physical disability

?htUSBur^uAC5»^

Although property values lag behind inflation.
they outperform the city as a whole and
housing prices demonstrate the potential for a
healthy return on investment by homeowners.

Between 2010 and 2018r the average assessed value
of single-family tiomes and duplexes in the Special
Investment District rose by 11%, which was a larger gain
than that experienced citywide. But it was slightly lower
than the average gain in the city's strongest markets and
lower still than the rate of inflation over the same period,
That even the city's strongest markets lagged behind
inflation reflects the cit/s widerstmggle to compete in
the Polk County housing market even during a time of
population growth and market expansion.

NeverthelesSr pricing patterns in the Special Investment
District demonstrate that the marhet is strong enough
to reward homeowners who invest in their properties
with higher equity and sales prices. Average sale prices
between 201B and 201G show that homes in 'good'
condition sold for 22% more than homes in 'average'
condition. And homes in the best condition sold for 4G%
more than homes in 'average' condition.

Percent Growth in Assessed
Value of Residential
Properties, 2(HO-2018 ^

—INFLATION 15%.IOM 15%

12.0%
-1079%~i%-

7.Z7c

Speci

Distri
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#2

The
neighborhood's
commercial
nodes are
important to
quality of life
and residential
marketability,
but they are
aging and
increasingly
incompatible
with other
neighborhood
attributes and
goals.

Auto-oriented layouts and outdated commercial space pose
challenges.

The commercial areas that surround the Franklin Area-along University Avenue
at 42nd and 48th, the Franklin Plaza Shops, Franklin & Beaver, and a handfui
of smaller nodes—have long contributed to the neighborhood's marketability
and convenience, and they still do today. But their auto-centric layouts present
challenges for safe pedestrian or bicycle accessr especially for residents who
want to walk from their homes to local stores and restaurants. Relatively minor
site improvements have the potential to improve this situation substantially.

At the same time, some commercial spaces have become obsolete and
unappealing to desirable tenants, ieading to chronically vacant or underutilized
space that diminish the vitality and image of the neighborhood,

Commercial areas currently lack, but could cultivate, a strong
identity.

Along with pedestrian access from surrounding residential blocks being largely an
afterthought, the commercial areas around Franklin lack a clear sense of identity.
Establishing an identity-th rough streetscape elements and higher standards for
signage and exteriors-has the patentiai to enhance the pedestrian experience and
make both commercial spaces and homes more marketable.

Snookies and other places that retain a Mid-Century vibe may be a direction to
explore in terms of identity-embracing the origins of the neighborhood while
paying closer attention to today's multi-modal needs.

NeighborhoodRevitalteationPlanforFranhllnAreaSpecialhvestmentDlstrict I czbLLC July2019
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Atttl, Truid* and telf

#3

Walkability is
a true asset,
but much
can be done
to make the
neighborhood
more conducive
to pedestrians
and bicycles.

There are gaps in the sidewalk
network and maintenance of
sidewalks is uneven.

There are still parts of the Franklin area,
especially in the northern half, that have
gaps in the sidewalk network on one or
both sides of the street A more universal
condition is poorly maintained sidewalks
that have been neglected by property
owners.

Unsafe speeds are an issue on
many streets.

The neighborhood's relatively long
residential blocks and wide streets
are conducive to speeding, as are the
major east-west streets that cross
the neighborhood, such as Hichman,
Franklin, and University. Upcoming
work on LJniverstty and Franklin offer
opportunities to calm traffic and improve
pedestrian and bicycle safety.

r *—-:-,

wtollffirtra^c^
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'htfealtU^

a

#4

Residents in the
Franklin Area are
more engaged
on neighborhood
issues than
is the norm in
Des Moines,
but it remains
a challenge to
maintain an
active base of
leaders and
volunteers.

Engaging residents is more difficult, but
still necessary, when all is well.

The two neighborhood associations that cover the
Franklin Area—Waveland Park and Geaverdale—are
more active and have greater levels of resident
management capacity than most neighborhood
associations in DesMoines. Gut they still struggle to
build and sustain a healthy base of volunteers and
engaged residents.

To some extent, this is a function of success,
because people are less likely to become involved
when things are going smoothly than when crises
are brewing. But being resilient and responding to
problems successfully when they happen is more
likely when neighbors are consistently engaged.

blvroif

Diversity requires attention.

The Franklin Area is 907o white, but there is a strong desire ta ensure that
underrep resented populations feel welcome and feel like they have a seat at
the table of neighborhood leadership and decision'making. Doing this requires
very patient relationship-buildlng, often outside of traditional neighborhood
meetings.

Boosting City support and training for neighborhood assoctgtions-including
around this topic-will be important to making progress around inclusion. The
diversity of the student body at Perkins Elementary could be a key building
block, especially if parents with students at Perkins are a target market for
homeownership and home improvement activities in the Special Investment
District.

• • - _• ®

it ifflt
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Where are we now? What will it take to mate progress
toward a strong market?

MARKET

CONDITIONS

(/^)

The Franklin Area has a stronger market
than most neighborhoods in Des Moines,
but its large collection of vulnerable
homes threatens its ability to compete
for choosy homeawners-especially
when other parts of Des Moines and
Potk County have similar assets and
advantages.

Promote and support htgh-quality renovations
and improvements to the existing housing
stock in order to boost the marketability and
appeal of already charming homes.

The Waveland Park and Beaverdale
Neighborhood Associations are active
and have solid leadership, but deepening
the leadership bench and widening the
pool of involved residents is an ongoing
need.

Expanding City support for leadership
development and training around volunteer
recruitment and retention can help grow the
base of engaged residents and the skillsets
they bring to neighborhood activities. Similar
training can also assist with making the
volunteer base more diverse.

Good conditions are already present
throughout the neighborhood, but
not consistently. A close look reveals
tired-looking homes on most blocks and
commercial areas that generally fail to
express a sense of pride or identity.

A stronger market will help improve
conditions, but so will explicit promotion of
higher standards such as celebrating homes
that are models for high-quality renovation
and historic preservation.

The Franklin Area's image is mostly
positive because Beaverdale and
Waveland Park are viewed in a mostly
positive light by the Des Moines market.
This image is threatened, however, by
parts of the neighborhood that look
increasingly worn and tired.

Awell-honed and well-delivered message
based on core brand attributes [see Part 3),
along with progress on the market, capacity,
and condition factors, will help ta maintains
positive image and differentiate the Franklin
Area as a unique part of the city.

Vision^
Priorities,
and
Outcomes

Planning around assets and
strengths is a Key principle of
neighborhood revitalization planning.
But translating an understanding of
the assets, strengths, and key issues
from Part 2 into a set of revitalization
strategies requires a few additional
steps.

One step is to think about how outsiders-especialiy potential
homebuyers—see the neighborhood and what it has to offer.
What does the neighborhood want to convey to them about the
essential characteristics that make the neighborhood a place to
choose?

This process of thinking about the neighborhood's identity in the
wider marketplace led to the selection and refinement of four
core brand attributes that distill the area's assets and strengths
into priority features. These attributes were then combined into
a brand statement that speaks to potential homeowners while
also conveying what current residents see as the vision they can
realistically achieve and maintain.

Another step is to translate the assets, strengths, and hey issues
into a clear set of outcomes that progress can be measured
against. While the core brand attributes and brand/vision
statement express general qualities, the outeomes-whieh are
defined in this part of the pl an—re present specific conditions that
can be tracked to see if strategies are having the desired effect.

Core Brand
Attributes

These are the characteristics that
residents value the most, that form the
core of the Franklin Area identity, and that
serve as the chief selling points to the
neighborhood's target markets.

They are also a means of prioritizing scarce
resources. Whenever possible, actions
taken by neighboi-hood stakeholders, the
City, and other partners should highlight
and strengthen these characteristics.

Brand and Vision
Statement

Drawn from the core brand attributes,
the brand statement expresses a Vision,
noted in real assets and strengths, that
the neighborhood fastrlvlngtBJhteuptfli.lt
Isa.promise to those who choose to invest
their t]n?ianergy,aniireB<>uree?here.

Outcomes
This is how progress will be measured.
Outcomes are the conditions that? If achieved,
will mark progress toward (or maintenance of]
the vision as well as the strengthening of core
brand attributes.
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Charming
homes on
tree-lined
streets

Active
lifestyle,
walkable
community
with friendly
neighbors

Conveniently
located to
enjoy the
best of city
and suburban
amenities

Family friendly
with great
schools

•••^•^^
'/^•^w^

l^IEl
Our business districts are

thriving, diverse, and contribute
to residential desirability

The neighborhood is
inviting, safe, and fun

for walkers and cyclists

Neighborhood's image is
well-known and celebrates

unique characteristics

Goal* and OirtcDm—

Homebuyer
Target Markets

For a marhetto be functional and
healthy, there needs ta be a steady
stream of buyers. National statistics
show that in recent years, the average
home seller has been staying in their
home for10 years before selling. This
means that, on average, 10% af a
neighborhood's singte-famtly stock can
be expected to hit the market-and be in need ofabuyer-

in any given year.

When there is a predictable stream of
buyers, homeownerswill have greater
confidence that thetr investment in
interiorand exterior upgrades will have
a positive impact on their equity and
make it easier to sell at a fair price
when the time comes. If a homeowner
questions whether a good buyerwill materialize when
ifs time to sell, they might hesitate to make even modest
improvements, which, when repeated throughout a
neighborhood, affects condition and image in ways that
reinforce a soft market cycle.

JE^^

Planning to revitalize a neighborhood, therefore, requires
proactive attention to the stream of buyers. Based on the
neighborhood's core attributes and selling points, what
markets is the neighborhood in a good position to appeal to
nowand in coming years? And how can the neighborhood
speak to those markets in ways that improve the likelihood
of a good stream of buyers?

This planning process identified
three specific target markets that are
likely to value the housing stock and
amenities that the Franklin Area has
to offer today, and who will find the
neighborhood increasingly appealing
as the housing stock and amenities are

improved.

Identifying this target market does not
exclude other markets from the neighborhood-rather,

it's a tool for focusing limited branding and marketing
resources in ways that speak directly to the highest
probability buyers.

Public and private
spaces have curb

appeal and celebrate
community character

Neighbors are
involved and work

together to keep the
neighborhood great

Homes are desirable
and maintain their

value against inflation

tlhlMftitW
Neighborhood invites
and Includes diverse

populations
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Target Market Young
Professional
Families

$225,000-300,000
Price Ran ae

DINKs + Dogs
(DINK=Double
Income No Kids)

S175,ODO

School Parents at Perkins
Elementary
Full range of sizes and price points, but
will generally need the more affordable
homes in the neighborhood; many will
qualify forsubsi'cfized construction
or homeownership financing from
affordable housing partners.

Home n&eds 3+bedrooms
2+ bathrooms
Garage
Move-in ready

2-3 bedrooms
1.5+bathrooms
Some rshabbers; some
move-in ready

3+bedrooms
2+bathrooms
Garage
Move-in ready

Characteristics
and Needs of the
Target Market

Young(25-40)
professional
2-person househoids
about to start familyr
or 1-2 kids.

Appreciate schools
and homes with
character in a quiet,
safe neighborhood.

• Identify as
more urban,
hip, progressive
than sub urban
counterparts.

Primarily 25-40 range.

Want a yard for dog(s).

> Want urban, cool,

historic, but quiet and
safe.

Want walkable
amenities and friendly
neighbors.

Perhi ns families are more diverse
overall (47% white, 23% Hispanic,
21% Black)than the neighborhood,
speaking more than 20 languages.
They also have lower incomes overall
(59% of students qualify for free and
reduced lunch).

> Want a safe, affordable neighborhood
and home with modem amenities, low
maintenance costs.

• Successfully recruiting this martet
will require sustained outreach and
commitment to providing affordable
options.

The outcomes that the
Franklin Area will be
seeking and tracking all
speak to one or more of
the factors that contribute
to healthy neighborhoods:

market, capacity,
condition, and Image.

Tracking progress on
these outcomes will
require, in some cases,

a quantitative indicator
that can be routinely
collected and reflects
what the neighborhood
is trying to achieve. For
conditions that are not
easily measured wit ha
statistic, a more qualitative
indicator may be needed
to convey an overall
impression of whether
people think that progress
is being made.

The following is a proposed
set of quantitatroe and
qualitative indicators to
track, including current or
baseline conditions and
target measurements to
move towards.

Quantitative indicators

Qualitative Indicators

Our business
districts are
thriving, diverse,
and contribute
to residential
desirability

Vc
The neighborhood
is Inviting, sale, and
fun (or walkers and
cyclists

Neighborhood's
image Iswell-

•••
known and
celebrates unique
characteristics

WHAT WE MEAN BY THESE OUTCOMES

Businesses bring visitors here
who then want lo live here
Businesses contribute to a
year-round amenity mix

Empty or underutlliied
spaces are rare and till quickly
with businesses that boost
neighborhood appeal

The commercial district Is a
destination; attracts visitors
from outside of Des Homes

Franklin cnrridoris revitalized

Baseline Measurementsand Targets for Progress

% of storefronts that are vacant,
transitional, a r ambiguous:

Baseline: 18%(2019; Includes
space just beyond SID borders)
Target: 10-12% by 2024

Stre&ts are safe •for walking
and hiking for ages B-BO

Sidewalks and trails are
connected and safe

Sidewalk gaps are reduced
Property owners maintain
driveways and sidewalks in
good condition

Gaps in sidewalkne'twork
[in feet):

Baseline: 13,808 ft.12019)
Target: Reduce to 7,000 ft.

cr less by 2D29

History (1920s-1950sHs
celebrated and promoted

People associate us with safe,
family-'frlendly, walhable,
diverse, affordable, and a bit

qulrKy
We're the place with cool
homes, con [businesses, and
great recreation

Trees and [awns contribute to

our leafy image
Schools contribute to our
image and marhetability

Measurements to Begin Collecting and Tracking in 2020

; Prevailing lease rates for
! commercial space

! Number of traffic-calmlng
; strategies Implemented

'• Share of media stories overpast

; year that were positive
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flfK
Public an d private
spaces have curb
appeal and celebrate
community
character

Neighbors are
involved and work
together to keep
the neighborhood
great

t^MMtit
Neighborhood invites
and includes diverse
populations Action Plan

• Landscaping and green
spaces exhibit pride

• More homes have master

bathrooms

• Neighbortiaod blocks show
visible change for the better
when [ookingat before/after
photos

• Streetsareingoodshape

throughout
• Number of homes in'good'

shape exceeds homes in
'average'shape

% of homesin excellent orgood
condition;

Baseline :'t5%( 2013)

Target: 65-70% by 2Q29

• Fartidpationwiththe
neighborhood associations
grows and reflects an

already sig nil i cant sense af
'community^

• Dogwalking contributesto
more cannsctions between
neighbors; activities around
dog walking are planned

• Informalinteractionsbetween

neighbors is routine

• Block parties and other
activities are more frequent
and well-attended

• Leadersexperlmentwithnew

ways of engaging neighbors

• Home values grow with or
outpace inflation hut are not
irrational

• Demand is strong and delivers
a steady stream of buyers

- Turnover of homes occurs at

an average or below average
pace owing to neighborhood
desirability

• Hamesaremodernizedfor

marketability but historic
Integrity is maintained by
owners

• Homes are painted

appropriately to ho use type

Average assessed value:

Baseline: S1G4,0<*0 (2018)
Target: Maintain pace With
inflation through 2Q29.

Owner-occupancy rate:

Baseline: 89% (2018)
Target; Remain stable at around
90%

Building permits issued per 100
properties:

Baseline: 4.7t2017~2018)

Target; Sustain a biannual rate
of at least 7.0 between2020 and
2029

Residents and visitors
represent a wider mix of
people: income, race, religion?
age, -families, etc.

Housing supports diversity
through a range of sizes and

price points

The strategies and activities identified in this action plan
have been chosen in response to a series of factors:

The outcomes being sought by the neighborhood, which
themselves reflect the overall vision and key issues that
need to be addressed.

«@ The existing or potential capacity of stakeholders to
perform the work and supply the necessary resources.

The wider aims of Plan DSM and the Neighborhood
Revitalization Program, including the need to establish a
strong model for revitalizing DesMoines'middle market
neighborhoods.

With outcomes, capacity, and awareness of changing
conditions a key part of this overall planning effort, it is
critical to recognize that this action plan is designed to be
monitored regularly and updated as often as necessary to
ensure that progress toward the outcomes is being made.
It is also critical to recognize, though, that patience is an
important principle of neighborhood revitalizatt on, which
iswhy this plan is based on a 10-year horizon, A significant
commitment of effort over a decade will be needed for
many outcomes to be realized and sustainable.

Number of active neighborhood
association volunteers

Participation/atten dance w
major activities

Presence of a pipeline of
emerging leaders

Number of affordable units
added by housing providers

Neighborhood-sponsored events

and activities that engage
Parhins students and families

All of the actions identified in this
plan are relevant to the needs of the
Special Investment Oisi-rict. Several,
however, are also relevant to areas
surrounding the Franklin Area and
to the rest of the city. The plan,
therefore, is divided geographically
into three sections;

IF C1TYWIDE
Strategies that are
recommendedfor
citywide application.

NEIGHBORHOOD
Strategies that can
and should extend
beyond the Special
Investment District
to surrouriding parts
of Franklin Area.

SPECIAL
INVESTMENT
DISTRICT
Strategies that
should be confined
to the Special
Investment District
in order to focus
resources and
maximize their
impact.
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Most directly Influenced outcomes ET

ACTIONS
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Begin enforcement o1 the Property Improvement Code [expanding PIC beyond
rental properties)

Establish a dedicated, in-house junk and debris crew

Improve and expand training/support for neighborhood leaders and
leadership development

Apply complete streets pnncipiea and traffic calming measures, especially to

upcoming street reconstruction and improvement projects

T? existing or new neighborhood pride activities to core brand attribute

Expand awareness and appreciation for area's period architecture

Create new financing tools to support imprnvemenls to

properties within and adjacent to the Franklin Area
ercial

Establish a Neighborhood Business District Resource Team

Create new fin3ncing tools to stimulate; housing improvements that enhanc
marketabllity and property values

Establish a Franklin Area brand that aligns with core brand attributes and
target markets

Designate Special Investment District as target area for affordable
hameownership and rehab activities

Mahc bli g hted nu isan ce prop e rti es a prio rity for rehabilltatio nt or demolition
when necessary)

Perform strategic code enforcement activities

Improve sidewalk network for walkability and pedestrian safety

Organize a one~time"Mini-SCRUB" pilot event

ImpJementfng the actions I'ssted above and described in this action plan w'tli require
multipte partners and a wide range of resource commi't-ments.

IMPLEMENTATION PARTNERS

A wide range of public, private, and not-for-profit
entities are identified in the action plan as having
necessary roles in implementing specific activities and
strategies. But creativity and flexibility will be crttical.
and the list of partners involved in any part of this plan
should adapt as needed to reflect the resources, skills,
and coalitions nseded far successful outcomes.

RESOURCES

This action plan identifies estimated resource requirements
for each activity, several of which benefit neighborhoods
across the city as well as this Special Investment District.
In some cases, committing resources will take the form of

refocusi rig existing funding and human capacity. In others,
it will require new funding or the creation of new capacity to
coordinate partners and programs.

The largest commitment of new resources centers around the

establishment of a new entity, Invest-DSM, to promote and
support high-quality investments in housing arid commercial
stock by property owners.

Neighborhood Planning | czbLLCforC;tyofDesMoines,lA,JulyZ019
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Begin enforcement
of the Property
Improvement Code
(expanding PIC beyond
rental properties)

Neighborhood
outcomes advanced ^
Ho mesa re
desirable and
maintain their value
against Inflation

Public a nd
private spaces
have curb appeal
and celebrate
community
character

What problem or opportunity does
this respond to?

Enforcement of the property
improvement code in Des Moines
has been limited to rental housing.
Including home owners, with a
commitment to assisting low-
income or disabled owners with
code compliance, is an important
step toward improving standards
of maintenance and preserving the
housing stock.

What work will this entail?
What are the outputs?

Passive enforcement activities, including
responding to code complaints;
engagement work to educate property
owners and neighborhoods about the code,
its purpose, and compliance requirements;
connecting eligible homeowners with
programs to assist compliance; active
enforcement in prioritized areas, including
code sweeos.

What resources are required?
Where do they come from?

Approximately $1.93 million increase
in code enforcement budget to
support added worhload and ensure
staff capacity to build productive
relationships with neighborhoods
and property owners.

Who does lt?When does it happen?

City of DesHoines Neighborhood
Inspection Division; begin in 2D20.

Establish a dedicated,
in-house junk and
debris crew

Neighborhood
outcomes advanced ET
Public and
private spaces
have curb appeal
and celebrate
community
character

What problem or opportunity does
this respond to?

Junk and debris are the most
frequent complaints to code
inspectors and detract from
neighborhood image. Junk and litter
in alleys and other spaces convey
unacceptably low standards of
maintenance.

What work will this entail?
What are the outputs?

Dedicate a well-trained in-house team that

abates junk and debris issues at nuisance
properties and undertakes proactive
cleanups; wark in concert with City and
neighborhood partners to identify and solve
problems related to junk, debris, and litter.

What resources are required?
Where do they come from?

Approximately S5QO,ODO for private
property and right-of-way cleanup
staff team and equipment needs.

Who does It? When does it happen?

City of Des Moines Department of Public
Works; begin in 2019-2020.
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Improve and expand
training/support
for neighborhood
leaders and leadership
development

Neighborhood
outcomes advanced ET
Neighbors are
Involved and work
together to heep
the neighbor hood
great

What problem or opportunity does
this respond to?

Des Moines' network of neighborhood
associations is a major asset. But
leadership turnover and varying
levels of volunteer capacity mate for
inconsistent effectiveness.

What work will this entail?
What are the outputs?

Increase the City's capacity to lend support
and technical expertise to neighborhood
associations through routine training
and networking activities for current and
emerging neighborhood leaders. Include
special training on volunteer recruitment
and retention, diversityr marketing and
managements skills, and areas of interest
to neighborhood associations.

What resourcesare required?
Where do they comefrom?

Resources to hire two dedicated
neighborhood coordinators
(approximately $200,ODD); training
budget for neighborhood association
leaders.

Who does it? When does It happen?

City of Des Moines Neighborhood
Development Division; begin in 2019-2020.

Potential Trainings and Events

Track 1;
Cultivating Vibrant and Effective
Nelghbnrtiood Associations

Tiadi2:
Influencing thn Neighborhood Re
Estate Market

Improving Neighborhood Businass
Districts

Tracks:
Making the Most of City Serric

Characteristics of Effective
Neighborhood Associations

Recruiting and Sustaining
Volunteers

Engaging Diverse Groups
of Neighbors in Decislon-
Mailing

How to Run a Great Meeting

Event and Proj'sct Planning

Gui I d ing Saciai Connections
Among Neighbors

Building Your Leadership
Skills

Neighborhood Branding and
Marketing

How Neighborhood Real
Estate Markets Work

Attracting Homebuyers to
Your Neighborhood

Upgrading Your
Neighborhood's Housing
Stock

How Successful Business
Districts Work in Today's
Economy

Developing and Sustaining
Successful Merchants'
Associations

Highlights: Researching
the Market, Identifying Your
District's Niche, Recmiting
Businesses

Creating a Third Place" in
Your District

Dealing with Problem
Commercial Properties

Financing, Incentives
and Technical Assistance
for Commercial Property
Improvement, Small
Business Expansion, and

New Business Startups

Marketing and Pro mating
Business Districts

Code Enforcement 101

Partnering with the Police
Department for a Safer
Neighborhood

Understanding City Plans and
Where Your Neighborhood
Fits In

Who Does What?
[Understanding the Roles of
City Departments and How to
Partner Effectively)

Meet Your City Manager

Neighborhood Planning 1 czbLLCforCityofDesMoinesJA,July2019
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Apply complete streets
principles and traffic
calming measures,
especially to upcoming
street reconstruction
and improvement
projects

Neighborhood
outcomes advanced ET
Our business
districts are
thriving, diverse, ^uPm
and contribute
to residential
desirability

The neighborhood ^ ,
is inviting, safe,
and fun for
walkers and
cyclists

What problem or opportunity does
this respond to?

Small commercial nodes are within
walking distance of most residential
blochs and are an important amenity.
Making the pedestrian experience as
safe and enjoyable as possible-on
both major and minor streets—will
boast quality of life for residents
and the markets bility of housing and
commercial space.

What work will this entail?

What we the outputs?

As opportunities arise to rework major
arteries and intersections, as well as
lesstraveled residential side streets,
always apply complete streets principles
and accommodate pedestrians and
cyclists to the maximum extent possible.
Franklin Avenue's reconstruction in 2021
and improvements along University
Avenue (including road diet in 2020)are
opportunities to exercise these principles.
Additionally, explore opportunities for
flexible traffic calmirig measures on blocks
where speed is an issue.

What resources are required?
Where do they come from?

Scope and costs of Franklin Ave.
and University Ave. work are under
development.

Use regular funding streams for
street improvements to incorporate
traffic calming or complete street
features.

Who does It? When does it happen?

City of Des Moines Engineering, in
collaboration with Neighborhood
Development Division and Neighborhood
Associations.

Tie existing or new
neighborhood pride
activities to core brand
attributes

Neighborhood
outcomes advanced

0'

Neighbors are
involved and work
together to keep
the neighborhood
great

Neighborhood
invites a nd
includes diverse
populations

AHflir

What problem or opportunity does
this respond to?

Ensuring that all neighborhood
activities are befng used to deliver
a coherent message about the
neighborhood goes a long way
towards reinforcing the brand in the
minds of res! dents and outsiders.

What work will this entail?
What are the outputs?

Annually assess how events/activities
are planned and marheted and
identify opportunities to reinforce the
neighborhood's core brand attributes.

What resourcesare required?
Where do they comefrom?

Development and coordination by
Neighborhood Associationwith help
from NDD and partners relevant to
each activity.

Who does it? When does It happen?

Neighborhood Association; City
Neighborhood Development Oivision; begin
2019.
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Expand awareness and
appreciation for area's
period architecture

Neighborhood
outcomes advanced ^
Public and
private spaces
have curb appeal
and celebrate
community
character

Neighborhood's
image is well-
known and
celebrates unique
characteristics

What problem or opportunity does
•this respond to?

The quality of housing and other
buildings from the 1910s through the
1950s can be a long-term asset for
the neighborhood if new and existing
owners appreciate and preserve the
area's architectural character. Efforts
to expand awareness of this heritage
and its value wilt increase the
probability of sensitive renovations.

What work will this entail?
What are the outputs?

Develop an architectural primer/guide to
distribute to existing and new homeowners
(overview of the neighborhood's most
common stylesr their characteristics, and
tips on sensitive ownership).

What resources are required?
Where do they come from?

Cost depends on scope of project
and format[s) of finished product.
Source of funding is likely to rely on
a combination of public and private
sponsorship,

Who does it? When does It happen?

Historic Preservation Commission; Iowa
Architectural Foundation; Neighborhood
Associations.
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Create new financing
tools to support
Improvements to
commercial properties
within and adjacent to
the Franklin Area

Neighborhood
outcomes advanced ^
The neighborhood
is inviting, safe,
and fun for
walkers and
cyclists

Our business
districts are
thriving, diverse,
and contribute
to residential
desirability

fefe

What problem or opportunity does
this respond to?

Conditions in the commerctai nodes

surrounding the Franhlin Area vary,
but similar ailments are apparent
inmanyofthem:[1)theycanbe
tricky to navigate on foot or bike due
to their auto-orientation, (2)they
lack good curb appeal and sense of
Identity, and [3] some spaces have
become outdated and suffer from

high vacancies.

What work will this entail?
What are the outputs?

Allocate new funding dedicated to (1)
financial pachages(loans and grantsjthat
address the gap between what it costs to
improve or build commercial space and
current market rents in the district, and
(2)improvements to the public realm that
enhance identity and place-making.

Continue existing programs and activities
related to stimulating commercial
investment, but use more flexible funding
sources where possible to bolster program
utilization.

What resources are required?
Where do they come from?

Allocate a new stream of capital
overa 10-year period to support
commercial district improvements,
with funding drawn from a
combination of Cityj County, and
private-sector resources. Find more
flexible funding sources for existing

programs,

Who does It? When does it happen?

Establish a new not-for-profit entity (Invest

DSM) to supply the new capital and work
in coordination with the Neighborhood
Business District Resource Team, the Office
of Economic Deveiopment, NDC, and the
Neighborhood Associgtians; launch in 2019-
2020 and continue through 2029.

Target
Activities

^.em ^^3f
Equity Gap
Capital to assist a
building owner ar
developer in (Inanclng
renovatians. new
construcUoni D r site
imp rove me nts that
cannot currently be
Justified bvprcjected
rent income or
appraisal.

Laase Subsidy
(U Capital to assist
a building owner
with financing
commercial space
improve me nts [to
secureatenantlthat

cannot be justified by
current market rents.
(2) Direct assistance
to ^recruited ten ant
to finance l6a>ehold
improvements and/or
offset rent casts.

Land / Property
Banking
Funding to support
acquisition of land
or buildings by a
public &r non-prot
entitytofadlttati
redevelop me nt.

if!t

Demolition Subsidy place-maMng

Fundlngto assist
withdemolftionni
land preparation
cnsts relatsd to
red eve Iopment.

Funding to supirort
1m prove ments to the
public realm thatbDos
commercial district
identity, such as
streetscape elements
and investments
in branding and
marketinc).
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Establish a
Neighborhood Business
District Resource Team

Neighborhood
outcomes advanced ET
Our business
districts are
thriving, diverse,

and contribute
to residential
desirability

What problem or opportunity does
•this respond to?

For the purposes of marketing
investment tools and opportunities
within the Special Investment
District, there is a need to create a
special purpose brand that aligns
with the core brand attributes of this

plan.

What work will this entail?
What are the outputs?

Form an interagency resource team
dedicated to the city's four Special
Investment Districts. The team would
be involved in proactive outreach with
property and business owners, helping
businesses navigate useful programs
and resoureesj and assisting with
implementation of special projects.

What resoureesare required?
Where do they comefrom?

Use ths collective existing capacities
of Resource Team members to
initiate; reallgn staff assignments
within the Office of Economic
Developmentr as necessary, to
perform coordination functions.

Franklin Jr.
High Complex

Who does it? When does It happen?

Convened by the Office of Economic
Development in partnership with Invest
DSM, NDC, FuseOSM, West Side Chamber,
SBDCr and the Des Noines Partnership.

1_
To Library,

Community
Canter and
Waveland

Trail
Franklin Plaza

Shops

iTnnhlhAye. B

.Snookles

Perklns
Elementary

Cemetery

Hqjor Commercial
Activity Nodes

Promote and support;

• site upgrades far
pedestrian and bicy de
access

• Identity-strengthening
curb appeal
improvements

• upgrades to outdated or
underutilize d spaces

Minor Commercial
Activity Nodes

Preserve as low-impart
commercial land uses;

support curb appeal
improvements and space
upgrades

"UnlMriltyAi

L
Waveland Cafe

L
Uptown Shopping

Center

Primary Corridors
for complete streets
treatment and traffic
calming
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DRAFT

Create new financing
tools to stimulate
housing improvements
that enhance
marketability and
property values

Neighborhood
outcomes advanced ET
Homes are
desirable and
maintain their
value against
inflation

Publicand
private spaces
have curb appeal
and celebrate
community
character

What problem or opportunity does
•this respond to?

Atypical house in the Special
Investment District Is now 70 to 100
years old and showing some degree
of maintenance deferral. A concerted
effort to improve the condition and
marketability of the housing stock
~ while setting high standards for
renovations -will heip protect the
market from further disinvestment
and blight.

What work will this entail?
What are the outputs?

Provide access to financial packages (in
the form of low-cost loans and grants)
•to support substantial and high-quality
home renovations as well as smaller-
scale erterior improvements. Sustain
the effort over a 10-year period with goal
of supporting substantial rehabs to 120
homeSr exterior improvements to 2AO
homes, and at least four new homes as infill.

What resoureesare required?
Where do they comefrom?

Allocate capital over a 10-year period
to support improvements to 3GO
existing homes and the development
of four infill homes, with funding
drawn from a combination of
City, County, and private-seetor
resources,

Who does it? When does it happen?

Establish a new not-for-profit entitydnvest
GSM) to market and administer the financia!
tools and to promote investment in the
Special Investment District; launch in 2019-
2020 and continue through 2029.

Neighborhood Planning | GzbLLCforCityofDesMoines,lA,July2019
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Target
Activities

Minimum

properties
to Impact
aver 10
years

Slng[»-tamily Rehab by
Homemwner
Encourage and support
ho me owners in making
substantial, market-leading

upgrades ta their properties,
regardlessafhousetiDld
income. Specs must be co-
developed w!th Invest- DSM
^0 ensure high-quality and
must include same form of
curb appeal enhancement.

30

Single-far
Developei
Encourage
developer
the risks ir
perfonnini
leading rei
asingle-fai

mily Rehab by

e reputable
•Bto take on
nvolued in
igamariwt-
•novatfon to
ami ly he me*

Specs must he co-
developedd with Invest-
DSMto ensure high-

quality, and must Include
soma forr
enhancei

30

of curb appeal
lent,

Small BeautltfcaUon
Fnjects
Encourage and support
residential property
owners In maMng exterior
upgrades tli^t enhance
ha me and neighborhood
marketability. Specs must
heco-developedwith
Irwest-DSHta ensure
high-quality.

2W

Slngle-famlllflntill

housing
EncDurage and support
market-teadlng I nf ill
housing on vacant lots.
Specs must be co-
developed wfth Invest-
DSH to ensure high-
quality.

TOTAL

> 36^
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SPECIAL INVESTMENT DISTRICT

Establish a Franklin
Area brand that aligns
with core brand
attributes and target
markets

Neighborhood
outcomes advanced ET
Neighborhood's
image is well-

known a nd
celebrates unique
characteristics

What problem or opportunity does What work will this entail?
this respond to? What are the outputs?

For the purposes of marketing Develop a brand for the Franklin Area that
reinvestment tools and opportunities aligns with the core brand attributes and
within the Special Investment complements the brands of Waveland Park
District, there is a need to create a and Beaverdale.
special purpose brand that aligns
with the core brand attributes of this

plan,

What resources are required?
Where do they come from?

Coordination by NGG and Invest DSM
with a small Franlta'n Area branding
task force; potential need for
graphics services.

Who does it? When does it happen?

NDD and Reinvest-DSM; develop by the end
of 2019

SPECIAL INVESTMENT DISTRICT

Make blighted nuisance
properties a priority
for rehabilitation
(or demolition when
necessary)

Neighborhood
outcomes advanced ET
Pub 11c and
private spaces
have curb appeal
and celebrate
community
character

What problem or opportunity does
•this respond to?

Blighted nuisance properties on
otherwise stable biochs have a
detrimenta! impact on neighborhood
confidence and reinvestment, as
well a posing safety issues. Getting
them demolished (or in the hands of a
rehabberwith a good track record, if
possible) should be a priority.

What work will this entail?
What are the outputs?

Use single-family rehab Incentives
to attract a good owner/'devefoper to
recoverable nuisance properties; set aside
resources to take swift action to demolish
blighted nuisance properties that are not
recoverable or marketable.

What resources are required?
Where do they come from?

Reserve $25,000 per year to support
1 or 2 property demolitions; funding
drawn from Blitz on Blight resources.

Who does It? When does it happen?

City of Dos Moines Neighborhood
Inspection Division; begin in 2019-2020.

SPECIAL INVESTMENT DISTRICT

Designate Special
Investment District
as target area
for affordable
homeownership and
rehab activities

SPECIAL IHVESTKENT DISTRICT

Neighborhood
outcomes advanced ET
Neighborhood ^ tutAi*.
invites and
includes diverse
populations

What problem or opportunity does
this respond to?

The Franklin Area represents an
ideal market to promote affordable
homeownership in Des Moines given
its relative strength and accessibility,
as well as its high quality of life.

What work will this entail?
What are the outputs?

Make this a focus area for organizations in
Des Moines that support homeownership
forineome-eligiblehouseholds(ine1uding
rehab/sale and financing assistance). Assist
at least three sales to eligible buyers and/
cr affordable rehabs per year for the next 10
years.

What resources are required?
Where do they come from?

Focus existing funding streams for
affordable homeownership from
federal, state, and private sources.

Who does It? When does it happen?

Local affordable housing developers
and providers with coordination from
Invest DSM to ensure design quality and
compatibility.

Perform strategic code
enforcement activities

Neighborhood
outcomes advanced

B'

Homes are
desirable and
maintain their
value against
Inflation

Public and
private spaces
have curb appeal
and celebrate
community
character

What problem or opportunity does
this respond to?

Strategic code enforcement,
combined with broadening the
property improvement code to
cover owner-owupied homes,
has the potential to set basic
standards for property maintenance
while constmctively engaging
property owners in neighborhood
improvement.

What work wlllthls entail?
What are the outputs?

Perform comprehensive code enforcement
sweeps of the Specisf Investment Oi'stn'ct
in addition to ongoing rental inspections.
Proactively engage property owners
to educate them about the property
maintenance code, find worhable solutions
to code compliance problems, and connect
low-income or disabled property owners
with assistance.

What resources are required?
Where do they come from?

Use code enforcement budget
increase described under the first
action to provide necessary staff anc
administrative capacity.

Who does St? When does it happen?

City of Des Moinss Neighborhood
Inspection Division; begin in 2020.
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SPECIAL INVESTMENT DISTRICT

Improve sidewalk
network for walkability
and pedestrian safety

Neighborhood
outcomes advanced ET
The neighborhood ^
is inviting, safe,
and fun for WO
walkers and
cyclists

SPECIAL INVESTMENT DISTRICT

Organize a one-time
"Mini-SCRUB" pilot
event

Neighborhood
outcomes advanced ET
Public and
private spaces
have curb appeal
and celebrate
community
character

an?

What problem or opportunity does
this respond to?

Sidewalk conditions throughout
the Special Investment District
are inconsistent. Improving
sidewalks has the potential to boost
neighborhood image, improve the
curb appeal of properties, and
support a culture of walking that
bolsters neighborhood amenities.

What work will this entail?
What are the outputs?

(1) Reduce gaps in existing sidewalk network
as identified in City's Sidewalk Inventory,

with priority segments filled by Engineering
Depertment, (2) Educate property
owners about sidewalk maintenance and
replacement responsibilities. (3) Coordinate
volume bidding on sidewalk and driveway
work by interested property owners.

What resources are required?
Where do they come from?

Draw from $BO million citywide
commitment to gap reduction;
commitment of Neighborhood
Association time and effort to
property owner education and
volume bidding coordination.

Who does it? When does it happen?

Gap reduction work by Engineering
Department (2019-2020); Neighborhood
Association coordination of property owner
education (begin in 2020).

What problem or opportunity does

this respond to?

The City of Des Moines has gone
away from neighborhood scale
SCRUB events, in favor of Mega
SCRUB events that serve multiple
neighborhoods across the City.
While these events are well utilized
by many Des Moines residents, they
can be difficult for residents with
lesser means and resources to take
advantage of. This may lead to Junk
and debris complaints.

What work wllltWs entail?
Whatare the outputs?

Coordinate a pilot "Mini-SCRUB" event by
providing direct removal of junk and debris
for residents living in the target area.
Could be a complimentary strategy to the
increased code enforcement work within
theSID.

What resources are required?
Where do they come from?

Private refuse collection contract,
logistical details TBD.

Who does It? When does it happen?

City Public Works and Neighborhood
Development with volunteer support from
Neighborhood Association.

Implementation Summary

To successfully implement this plan
over the next lOyears, the "how"
matters as much as the "what." Each
activity or strategy will require some
level of technical ability from the
partners involved, but they will also
require a willing nessto do things
differently, to learn from experience, to
adapt when necessary, to tolerate risk,
and ta collaborate whenever possible
to take advantage of the community's
collective wisdom and skills.

Getting the "how° right also means
avoiding the impulse to treat each
activity as a discrete task and losing
sight of how everything fits together
to achieve long-term neighborhood
revitalization outcomes. For example?
building resident leadership capacity
and issuing housing rehab loans are
very different activities but they are
both critical to realizing a heaithier
neighborhood and should never be seen
as unrelated undertakings.

Coalition Framework

An implementation coalition is a useful
framework for ensuring that diverse tasks
remain connected and self-reinforcing,
and to Keep all members of the coalition-

regardless of which activities they are
directly involved with-mindful of the big
picture and of a shared commitment to problem-
solving. Because this action plan identifies roles for a
wide range of public, private, and non-profit entities
that may not typically interact (including residents and
property owners), coordination from the newly formed
Invest DSM will be needed to bring coalition partners
together on a routine basis and to encourage informal
interaction between them.

Convene quarterly to...

Review progress on components of the action plan

Modify actions as needed to reflect new Information

Track outcome Indicators

Track changes In the housing market to Identify challenges to
affordablllty and plan appropriate Interventions to preserve
affordable options for vulnerable households

Respond to new challenges and opportunities In ways that align
with the neighborhood's vision and core brand attributes, as Well
as Des Molnes' neighborhood revltallzatlon principles
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Principles in Practice

The action plan is designed in response to the issues and
conditions that emerged during the planning process and
during the 2017-2018 evaluation of Des Hoines' Neighborhood
Revitalization Program. It lays out activities to respond to what
is known.

However, it is likely that unforeseen things will happen over
the next 10 years, as will the need to make decisions that are
not and cannot be articulated by this plan. For that reasorir the
revitalization principles identified in Part 1 will be a crucial part
of the implementation process—providing a consistent basis
for deliberating about tradeoffs and mahing decisions large
and small. The fallowing table demonstrates how the principles
can be used as a lens to critically examine and think about
circumstances that arise.

:<i!
Multiple projects are
competing for limited

resources.

•L
A new opportunity or
challenge emerges.

ooo-o

Frustration arises with
the pace of progress.

Strengths and
Assets

Which project does more
to protect or strengthen
key assets or core brand
attributes?

Is a response needed to protect Where are ws having the most
or strengthen key assets or core success? What can we learn
brand attributes? If not, why is it from that and apply elsewhere?
worth our time?

Tameted Which project contributes the If this is worth a response,
most to a clustering of visible how do we do so in a way that
improvement? doesn't scatter our limited

attention and resources too
widely?

Patience Which project is the best
long-term bet? Are we
avoiding a decision based on
short-term expediency?

In responding to something
new, are we dropping

Is it possible to focus our
efforts and resources even
more tightly to transform
market behaviors?

Rewtatization doesn't happen
overnight-are we giving this

something else too soon? What enough time?
are the opportunity costs now
and five years from now?

Outcomes a nd
Measurements

Which project is likely to do
the most to advance one or
more outcomes?

Which outcomes are we Do our data and experience
advancing by responding to this point to necessary
opportunity or challenge? adjustments in what we are

doing or how we are doing it?

RESOURCES

Implementation of the action plan will require funding from
a range of public sector partners to support the emergence
of a healthier neighborhood where the market is strongr
capacity is high, conditions are appealing, and the image
is positive. In other words, the public investment is about
building peoples' confidence to inuest their own time, energy,
and money into the neighborhood, resulting in a more
competitive and financially sustains b Ie community over
time,

In the same way that "how" matters to the implementation of
individual activities and strategies, the nature and diversity
of resources mattersj too. The commitment of local funding
to this effort is a statement about priorities and values-
about not waiting for someone else to solve a problem. The
vast majority of the resources identified by this action plan
are local in nature and reflect the breadth of implementation

partnerships.

Begin enforcement of the Property Improvement Code

Establish a dedicated, in-housejunk and debris crew

Improve and expand training/supporHor neighborhood leaders and leadership
development

Appiy complete streets principles and traffic calming measures, especially to
upcoming street reconstruction and improvement projects

A potentially important supplement to implementation
resources identified in the action plan are resources made
available through urban renewal area designation. TNs

plan recommends the creation, as appropriate, of an urban
renewal plan in the FranMin Area to 1) increase access to
additional tools and financing, particularly in commercial
nod es, 2) support the removal af slum and blight, and 3)
potentially utilize the increment generated for investments in
public infrastructure.

RESOURCE:
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Tie existing or new neighborhood pride activities to core brand attributes

Expand awareness and appreciation for area's perind architecture
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Create new financing tools to support improvements to commerciiil properties
within and adjacent to the Franklin Area

Establish a Neighborhood Business District Resource Team

Create new financing tools to stimulate housing improvements that enhance

marketabilityand pro|>erty values

Establish a Franklin Area brand that aligns with core brand attributes and target
markets

Designate Special Investment District as target area for affordable homeowncrship
and rehabactivities by Habitat, NFC, and others

Make blighted nuisanfte properties a priority for rehabilitation (or demolition when
necessary)

Perform strategic code enforcement activities

Improve sidewalk network for walkability and pedestrian safety

Organize a one-time "Mini-SCRUB" pilot event

Note on the use o( federal and state resources for affordable housing:
TWs action plan suggesis that local affordable housing proulders, using stat e. fe de rali and private resourcesj have a dear role to play In creating alfnrdahle
homeawnership appartunities in the Franklin Area, Low Income Housing Tax Credits [LIHTCl may also play a rotefn supporting affiirdab Ie housing options,
though any new-huild LIHTC praject should be miKed-Income and conform to netghborhaad scale, with locations along higher density carridorsprE'fErred.
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INVESTDSM

The residential and commercial financial tools identified
in this action plan are not an expansion of (or replacement
forlexisting programs. Instead they reflect Des Homes'
updated approach to neighborhood revitalizgtion, which
requires the following:

A focus on raising standards and leading markets to
higher ground

A commitment to intervening with assets that are
vulnerable

An ability to work in middle markets on a
combination of market, capacity, condition, and
image activities

A partnership that brings together multiple public
an dp rivate entities

INVEST DSM

City of
Des Molnes
contribution

'A.
^DCff

Polk County
and other
public sector
contributions

m

Private
capital

To accommoda'te this new approach and its
requirements, this planning process has resulted in
the creation of Invest DSM, a not-for-profit that will be

dedicated to supporting high-quality investment and
revitaJHation in Des Moines* Special Investment Districts
(SIDs). The first four EIDs, including this one, will require
a collective commitment of $50 million over 10 years to
support residential and commercial investment, along
with other neighborhood strengthening activities. The
City has committed to funding Invest OSM annually,
with partnership from Polk County, and is seeking other
funding partners from the private sector.

FnaUin r
Alton "

• Oak Park/
Highland Park

Drakt

Columbus Park

The targeted number of residential properties
for Invest DSM to impact over the next 10
years, as described in this action plan, is
360. This number is based on the estimated
need to directly improve the marketabllity of
approximately 20% of the residential stock in
order to reach a martet tipping point beyond
which perceptions of risk will be low enough
to support sustainably healthy levels of
private fnvesfment.

Participation by residential property owners in Invest
DSM programs will have no income restrictions. Maximum
amounts to be borrowed or granted will be determined
based on the average value of homes in the Special
Investment District-a figure that should be updated every
two years to reflect changes in the market

Appendix
Field Survey Overview

A"field survey of exterior conditions" is referenced in several
parts of this plan and was a key data component to the
development of this plan and to the Neighborhood Revitalization
Planning Program Review completed by czbLLC for the City of
Des Hoines in 2D18. This field survey is s method of gauging the
overall health of a residential property by looking for exterior
visual cues for investment, disinvestmenti and pride.

Properties that were given a score of T(Exce11ent)or"2"(Good)
give signals that they are being well maintained by their owners
and communicate clear pride to other owners/res ide nts in
the neighborhood as weil as visitors. Properties that were
given a score of "^"(Moderate distress) or "5''(Severe or high
level of distress) give multiple indications that maintenance

has been deferred and conditions are declining due to
disinvestment. Properties that were given a score of
"3"[Average condition) represent the average house in
Des Moines—sh owing signs af neither active pride nor
distress.

Results presented in Part 2 of this plan are based on
a field survey performed by staff of the Neighborhood
Development Division in the fall of 201B. For the purposes
of tracking progress in neighborhood conditions and
linking the results with other updated datasets (such as
sales prices r assessments, building permitSr etc.), it is
recommended that the City perform a field survey every
fait in the Special Investment District

Field Survey Scoring

(neither distressed
norstiovwigsfgns

of obw'ous pride and
investment)

The Franklin Area Special Investment District's average field survey score in 2018:2.6
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Census Profile

Source: Census Bureau, 2017 ACS 5-Year
Estimates Source; 2017 5-Year Estimates
from the American Community Survey for the
following Census geographies which overlap with
the boundaries of the Special investment
District but covers larger area: Census Tract
9.02(B!ock Groups 1,2, and 3).

D FranklinAreaCensusTract 1 | "|__

I SpeislaUnvEslmentOlstrict
T'l. . 1

)^??1
:-'^-i\ JLj ^LJ4.;i...' B '^^w^uw
ffiLm •ft

^£
0
E

Total housing units

Occupied housing units

Vacant housing units

Vacant, Other housing
units

% Vacant

% Vacant, Other

Owner-occupied

Renter-occupied

Homeownership Rate

•\,<0^

1,523

121

28

7%

1.6%

1,006

517

66%

91,420

B3,91G

7,5M

3,587

8%

3.9%

5D,3G2

33,554

60%

1-Person Househoid, Owner

2-Person Household, Owner

3-Person Household, Owner

/t-Person Household, Owner

5-Person Household, Owner

6~Person Household, Owner

7+~Person Household, Owner

1-Person Household, Renter

2-Person Household, Renter

3-Person Household, Renter

4-Person Household, Renter

5-Person Household, Renter

6-Person Household, Renter

7+~Person Household, Renter

#

317
354

163

77

63

29

3

329

112
5B

18

a

0
Q

%
32%

3S%

ie %

8%

6%

3%

0%
6^%

22%

11%
3%

0%

0%

D%

#

13,741

17,836

8,009

6,07^1

2,785

1,083

834

1^,003

7,912

A,SH

3.323

2,060

943

497

%

27%

35%

16%

12%

6%

2%

2%

w.
24%

14%

10%
6%

5%

1%
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0
'5 B

.£•2

Moved into Unit 2015+, Owner

Moved into Unit 2010-201^,

Owner

Moved into Unit 2000s, Owner

Moved into Unit 1990s, Owner

Moved into Unit ISBOs, Owner

Moved into Unit Pre-1930,

Owner

%MovedintoUnit2000+

% Moved into Unit Pre-1990

?

59

22B

373
ise

04

106

%

6%

23%

37%

15%

8%

n%

66%

19%

»

3,069

10,921

16,416

9,451

4,3^5

6,160

%
6%

22%

33%

19%

9%

12%.

6D%

21%

B"S £
.&2

Median Contract Rent

Median Gross Rent

£
$753

S852

5 6
$692

S797
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I
0

o E
3

AfTordability Computed
[Renters)

UnaffordableRent[>30%
of Income)

Very Unaffordable Rent
(>50% of Income)

% Utiaffordabte

% Very Un affordable

Median Value

£
496

zoa

55

w%
11%

$157,033

5'ff
u a

31,7-46

15,515

12,792

WA
w%

$123,3000

Population

Under 18 years

18-34

35-64

BS+

% Under 18

% 65+

Non-Hispanic White

Non-Hispanic Black

Non-Hispanic Asian

Hispanic

#

3,3t*1

711

682

1^12

536

2,986

107

102
51

%

21%

20%

42%

18%
21%

16%

89%
3%

3%

2%

#

2W.77B

52,490

58,186

79,060

2S,042

142,831

22,94B

12,717

28,035

%

24%

27%

37%

12%

24%

12%

67%

11%

6%
13%
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D D

Households

Families

Man'ied-Couple Families

Narried-Couple

Families with Children

Single-ParentFamilies

Single-Parent Families
with Children

Non-Family Households

Living Alone

Not Living Alone

Population 25+

Less than High School

High School Graduate

Some College

Bachelor's Degree or More

tt

1,523

770

57A

2^9

196

n7

753

6^6

107

2,471

G5

A10
70G

1,290

%

58%

3B%
1G%

20%

12%

42%
33%

9%

3%

17%

29%
52%

#

83,916

A8,573

31,776

13,754

15,797

10,263

35,343

27,7^4

7,599

139,577

19,0-'i6

42,5^0

42,768

35,223

%

58%

38%

16%

2D%

12%

^2%

33%
9%

Vt%

3D%

31%

25%

?£
sl

Poverty Rate
(Individuals)

Poverty Rate
(Families)

Median Household
Income (2013]

Median Household

Income (2017)

% Change (Z013-2017)

7.37.

5.2%

$61,083

S67,675

10.8%

18.1%

13,6%

$45,836

349,999

9.1%
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Resident Survey

During January and February 2019, residentSj business
ownerSr and other staheholders in the Special Investment
District were surveyed about key issues relating to
neighborhood conditions and investment using an online
survey instrument. The survey was advertised through
bilingual postcards sent to all residential addresses (owner
and rental) in the Special Investment District and through
promotion by the area's Neighborhood Associations.

A total of1G5 completed responses were [eceived, 98% of
which were f rom homeowners. Survey participants included
a combination of recent arrivals who have lived in the
neighbDrhiood for less than five years (28%), residents who
have lived in the area for 10-19 years (30%)r and residents
who have lived in the area for 20 or more years (30%]. The
most common responses to questions about hey issues and
neighborhood marketability are summarized below.

Top Selling Points Homebuyer Deterrents

Households

(Income Determined)

with Wage Income

with Social Security
Income

with SSI

with SNAP

with Public Assistance

#

1,S23

1,216

399

10

138

a

%

73.8%

26.2%

0.7%

9.1%

0.0%

ff

83,816

G7,n3

21,188

5,265

17,928

2,99A

%

80.0%

25.2%

6.3%

21.4%

3.6%

?£
&s
5 a

Population 16+

In Civilian Labor
Force

Unemployed

Not in Labor Force

Unemployment Rate

% Not in Labor Force

2,702

2,OS6

113

646

5.5%

23.9%

167,529

118,301

7,727

^9,118

6.5%

29.3%

Q3: Identify three characteristics
about the neighborhood and/or
its housing stack that you see as
the top selling points for potential
homeowners.

Location to downtown E, amenities

Housing character 6 historic charm

Affordable

Friendly neighbors

Well-maintained houses a yards

Mature trees / free-dned streets

Good schools

Business Districts / local shopping 8. restaurants

Walhable

Safe/ low-crime

Access to parks, trails, and library

Ouietr peaceful

Sense of community & Small-town feeling

Stable property values

Diversity of housing styles

Houses are weil-constructed, solid

Oivereity of people (age, race, socio-economic)

Family(andpet)friendly

Established neighborhood E, residents

High homeownership/ few rentals

Beautiful, attractive, parh-like neighborhood

86
S3
37

w
29
29
27
2G
22
20
za

17
15
10

10
9

a

8

3

3

3

Ozi: Identify three characteristics about the
neighborhood or housing stock that you see as the
top turn-offs for potential homebuyers.

Distressed properties-lack of maintenances upheep_

Older houses are expensive to maintain S renovate

Floodinq. sewer back-ups, wet basements

Crime (increasing;

Traffic S speed! nq
Emptv storefronts, run-down commercial areas

Smali houses
Increasinq number of remals

Older houses have outdated featuresfi.e.l bath, small dosets, small

rooms;
Small lots

High taxes
Garages (none, or small 1~car)

Street ParMn^and narrow streets (difficult to navigate)

Poorly maintained streets d,e. potholes)

Lach of restaurants, other small businesses

High or inflated housing prices

Poor schools

Proximitvtoless-desirable neiahbhorhoodsf crime)

Troublesome businesses

Old infrastructure, above-groundjjtillties [sjow internet^

No_parh

Sidewalks (lack of and/or condition)

Danqerous intersections(4Bth/University/Polk and Beaver Bend)
Lack of new construction homes

Lack of diversity

Poors now removal

Limited access to trails

Aging population
Tree maintenance

6A
39
35
29
23-

20
19
18
15

^
13
13
13
12
11
11
9
9
9
8
7
7
7
A
^

^
A
3
3
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Issue to Solve

Q5: If you were in charge of making the
neighborhood better, what issue would you
devote the most resources to solving?

Starmwater, flooding, S sewer issues

Address distressed housing conditions, lack of
maintenance

Offer home innprovement loans and grants(NFC}or tax
credits

Crime & safety

Enhance business districts [physical improvements &
vacant buildings)

Business development & recruitmsnt[i.e. more

restaurants)

Repair streets & curbs

Address speeding traffic

Ad d/improve sidewalks

Address street park ing

Complete streets - biheability, walhability, public
transportation, EV stations

Improve parter more outdoor amenities

Address bad rentals/land lords

Beautification, landscaping and tree planting

Improve unsafe intersections

Upgrade utilities (fiber)

More neighborhood events

Reduce taxes

Appropriate street ilghtirig and light levels

28

23

18

17

17

15

13
12
10
G
6

5
A
^
^
3
3
3
3

Home Improvement

Q6: If financial or technical
assistance was available to make one
improvement that would boost your
home's livability or curb appeal, what
improvement would you make?

Landscaping & tree trimming

Replace driveway

New windows

New siding

Exterior painting

New roof

Hew garage

Update kitchen

foundation repairs & basementwaterproofjng

Tuckpointmg

Add/re pai r deck or patio

Finish attic space

Remodel existing bath

Add a bath

Electrical upgrades

Plumbing upgrades

Insulation

Fix sidewalks

ftetaining walls & fence

Gutters

Add an addition or sunroom

Finish basement

Generalexteriorinnprovements

30

22
20
1'il

14
12

K
11
10
7
7
5
5
5

4
n

t>

4
^
3
3
3
3

Housing Stock Profile

Average Assessed Values, 2018

$220,262 S51E.OBD

szwwo

S;S 0,000

SWQ.OOO

S\f, D, 000

S 120. BOO

swo.ooo

S1B2,631 S1B5,B11

$153.800 ; S1S1.272

^T27,243

-t
1 Bath 1.5 Bath

2 Bedrooms

1Sath 1.5 Bath 2 Bath 2,5 Bath

3 Bedrooms

Sia^_7nn

$160,048

1Bath 1.5Bath 2Bath 2.5 Bath 3 Bath

z> Bedrooms

Bedrooms

2

3

3

3

^

2

Baths

1

1

1.5

2

1.5

1.5

Number of
Homes

303

230

187

108

5't

46

Share of
Homes

26%

20%

16%

9%

5%

VA

Ave.

Square Ft.

9SA

U6'*

1.ESO

l.eae

1,760

1,272

Ave.Assessed

Value

$127,2't3

$181,272

$132,631

$185,811

Si87,ns

$158,800

% exhibiting
distress

K%

s%

3%

5%

13%

9%

Average

home age

88

92

85

8S

89

85

% owner-

occupied

85%

92%

se%

9^%

96%

96%

; izhLLC analysis ol data from Polk County Assessor and field survey oTeirte
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Brand Concepts

Brand Goal Image of Neighborhood is Well Known and Celebrates Unique
Characteristics

Homebuyer/
Renter
Target
MaAet

Target Marketi:
Young Professional Families;
$225,000-300,000 Price Range
3+bedrooms

2+bathrooms

Garage

Move-in ready

• Young (25-^0] professional 2-person households
about to start family, or 1-2 kids.

* Appreciate schools and homes with character in a
quiet, safe neighborhood.

• Identify as more urban, hip, progressive than
suburban counterparts.

• Wantwalkable amenities and friendly neighbors.

Target Market 2:
DINKS+ Dogs(DlNK=Double
Income No Kids)$175,000+
2-3 bedrooms

1.5+bathrooms

Some rehabbers; some mave-in ready

• Primarily 25-AO range.

• Wanta yard for dog(s).

'Want urban, coo], historic, but quietand safe.

• Want walhable amenities and friendly neighbors.

Brochure Charming homes on tree-lined streets with friendly neighbors; top-rated schools, convenierrt
location; walk and bike to neighborhood icons including Snoohie's,Waveland Cafe, the Franklin
Avenue Library, and the re-activated Franklin Jr. High!

Draft Brand For People who want a vibrant, family-frlendly community with character near downtown
Statement" smployment and amenities, the Franklin Area offers the^est of city and suburban life. We are

located at the juncture of the Beaverdale and Waveland Park neighborhoods, and neighbors here
walk, biKe and drive on leafy streets to iconic local gathering spots as well as convenient shopping
districts. FranKlin offers an active lifestyle, great schools and open green space for kids and dogs.
The Franklin area is home to one of the first Invest DSM Special Investment Districts, so act now

and be our neighbor!

Logo Special-purpose Franklin logo to be developed if deemed necessary

Target Market 3:
School Parents at Perkins
Elementary
Full range of sizes and price points, but
will generally need the more affordable
homes in the neighborhood; many will
qualify for subsidized construction such
as Habitat or HONE Inc.

• Perktns families are more diverse overall
(47% white, 23% Hispanic, 21% B1ack)than the
neighborhood, speaking more than 20 languages.
They also have lower incomes overall (53% of
students qualify forfree and reduced lunch).

• Want a safe, affordable neighborhood and home
with modern amenities, low maintenance costs.

• Successfully recruiting this market will require
sustained outreach and commitment to providing
affordable options.

Core Brand 1' chaT'r"ing homes on tree-lined streets.

Attributes 2. Active lifestyle, walkable community with friendly neighbors.

3. Conveniently located to enjoy the best of city and suburban amenities.

4. Family friendly with great schools.
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Key Brand
Activities
Ideas

1. To reinforce "Charming homes on tree-
lined streets".

• Host a homes tour in the spring launch of
Invest DSM - open all homes for sale as
well as any newly rehabbed where owners
are willing.

•Establish a Franklin Area Facebook and/
or Instagram account. Hold a social media
phota call for photos demonstrating "why I
love the Franklin area". Use photos in print
marketing material for Realtors.

• Host an annual Arbor Day celebration.

•Inventory street trees and fill gaps.

2.To reinforce "Active lifestyle, Walkable

community".

• Host an Open Streets or Better Block
event on a regular basis.

• Start Monday evening group walks. Line
up local celebrities to walk with the group.
Document an social media.

• Install Creative Crosswalks in areas
across the neighborhood and encourage
residents to post pictures to social media.

• Host a DSM City Ride to Franklin Jr. High.

3.To reinforce "Conveniently located—".

• Consider a Walk [Your City] eventlwalkyourcity.
org) to showcase how walkable the
neighborhood is.

• Feature social media stories twice monthly on
neighbors who work downtown and find the
location of the neighborhood convenient.

• Promote neighborhood gathering spots
(SnoQkie's,WavetandCafe, Franklin Jr. High,
etc.) on Franklin area social media.

•Findamobilecoffeevendor(s)tosetupa
weekly coffee pop-up with outdoor chairs on
Saturdays in summer- in the parking lot of
Franklin School. Use the experience of these
vendors to recruit a permanent coffee shop to
the area.

^i.To reinforce "Family friendly with great
schools".

- Host a back-to-school parade featuring kids
and dogsr distribute backpacks with school
supplies orsimilarschooi-themed items. Have
kids judge different dog competitions (cutest,
friendliest, goofiest, most obedient). Invite
media, document on social media.

•Considerfundraisingforadownpayment
assistance grant fund for Perkins families who
buy in the neighborhood. Promote at the school
with homebuyer education class.

• Post a "Meet the Perkins Team" photo and bio
twice a month, featuring a teacher or other
staff person.

•Promote school events such as the Perkins
Cultural Fair to the larger community.
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